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consistently operate according to that meaning has never been more critical, given the wide open window into
the brand’s heart and soul created by the internet and social media. Participants in the second Cornell Brand
Management Roundtable met in spring 2012 at the Cornell School of Hotel Administration to examine the
elements of a powerful brand, the critical steps for brand innovation, and the growing impact of social media
on brand management. Although social media may affect the way customers view a brand as they consider a
purchase, the importance of the brand promise remains undiminished, and may well be stronger than ever.
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Executive Summary

P

articipants in the second annual Cornell Brand Management Roundtable examined the
both the elements of a strong brand and the place of social media in helping hospitality
brands survive and thrive. While brand management fundamentals remain unchanged
in the digital age, the widespread expansion of social media and smart phones, along with
ever vigilant (and vigilante) guests creates a round-the-clock environment for all brands.
Excellent brands will continue to shine in this environment, but weak or defective brands may be
swept away by the tsunami of digital information. One participant’s definition of a brand is “business
strategy brought to life.” Under that rubric, everyone in the company should understand and be able to
articulate their brand’s key differentiating points. Whether one is developing a new brand or upgrading
an existing brand, innovating a brand involves a disciplined process that begins with recognizing a
need and then taking the steps to determine how to fill that need in a way that resonates with customers.
As an example, InterContinental Hotels Group has developed the new Even Hotels brand to fulfill an
identified market gap for frequent travelers who wish to maintain their healthful balance and routines
on the road.
The rise of social media has altered the relationship of brand and customer from a theoretical
partnership to a continuous interaction. In particular, social media strongly influence consumers’
purchase processes. For example, brands in the original decision set may all be dropped by the time a
purchase occurs and an entirely different brand—perhaps one suggested by strangers via social media—
may be the final choice. Moreover, flash deals spur purchases that may be based on price rather than
brand. To remain a strong brand in the presence of social media, a hospitality firm needs horizontal
integration so that guests receive a consistent experience at all levels of brand contact.
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T

he core elements of brand management are to create a concept that fulfills customer needs
and then to remain true to that concept in all aspects of the business. The ability to
articulate a brand’s meaning and consistently operate according to that meaning has
never been more critical, given the wide open window into the brand’s heart and soul
created by the internet and social media. Participants in the second Cornell Brand Management
Roundtable met in spring 2012 at the Cornell School of Hotel Administration to examine the elements
of a powerful brand, the critical steps for brand innovation, and the growing impact of social media on
brand management. Although social media may affect the way customers view a brand as they consider
a purchase, the importance of the brand promise remains undiminished, and may well be stronger
than ever.
6
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All CHR roundtables invite students to hear the discussion. In this brand
management session, students were also encouraged to ask questions.

Elements of a Powerful Brand
A study of the world’s strongest brands identified the essential
elements of a brand and, by inference, showed how to improve a brand’s status. To conduct his study on brand power,
Jez Frampton, of Interbrand, filtered the universe of brands
for analysis according to their international presence. Defining a brand as a business strategy brought to life, he wanted
to look at the extent to which a brand influences consumer
behavior. He found that a strong brand improved a company’s financial performance, and the valuation accorded to a
particular brand reflected analysts’ view of a company’s future
value. The only hospitality brand to fit his internationally oriented criteria was McDonald’s, in a list headed by Coke, IBM,
and Microsoft. Even though some hotel brands are themselves
powerful, they are wrapped within another brand, and so did
not appear on this list.
Although Apple wasn’t on the top-ten list of this study, it
was moving up, demonstrating a key principle of a powerful
brand, which is to change the way people behave. Another
strong brand, Amazon also demonstrates the importance of
brand innovation. One example of its brand power is that it
developed the Kindle, which if successful could conceivably
kill an important component of the core brand—paper copies
of books. Another brand story is that of Burberry, which has
used its digital presence to create an experience online.
Frampton observed that every brand has an element of
the hospitality business in it, and hospitality industry thinking and philosophy can be applied almost anywhere. Round-

table chair Chekitan Dev gave the example of Nokia in this
regard. Nokia’s equipment is at parity with that of any other
cell phone provider, but its service can be the differentiator.
At the same time, hoteliers often fail to articulate the compelling experience found in their hotel, even though guests
can feel and explain that experience. Another concern is
that many hotel properties have great authenticity that they
fail to use. Consumers are willing to tell you about your
business, but too many operators don’t wish to listen. By
the same token, hoteliers should be certain that the brand
story that they do tell is heartfelt and true.
The hospitality industry suffers from a glut of similar
brands, which offers a brand considerable opportunity to
stand out—provided it really understands the customer
and is relevant to their needs. Hotel brands also need to
reconsider the nature of consistency, so that the guest experiences a fundamentally reliable product but service may
be flexible to suit guests’ needs. The industry’s distribution
system is now fragmented beyond recognition, and service
must be redefined to fit not only guests’ practical needs but
also their emotional needs.
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Jez Frampton, CEO of Interbrand, explains the elements of a strong brand, as Professor Chekitan
Dev, roundtable chair, looks on.

Looking more closely at differentiation, Frampton said
that great brands have a powerful story at heart, and all
brands need a stronger story than just shareholder value
or return on investment. Given that so many markets are
saturated, the most obvious way to differentiate a hotel is
through the staff ’s performance. Hotels generally employ
many people, so the question becomes whether managers and owners value their people appropriately. Here is
one place where a silo mentality is destructive. To create a
complete consumer experience, Frampton urges less vertical
thinking and more horizontal thinking to create a consistent
consumer experience across the entire organization at each
and every “touch point” or point of contact between the
brand and its customers. As discussed later, social media
amplify this concern.
Participants were interested in the monetary value of
a brand, but this is a challenging concept. Andy Bird, of
Brand Learning, noted that there is a clear link between
brand value and the balance sheet, but a more basic issue is
measuring the way a brand creates customer value. In that
regard, Jennifer Ebert, of ?What If!, pointed out that many
hotel brands are trying to break out of their category, and to
become more authentic. The question then becomes: what to
break and what to keep, to create customer value. Frampton
added that managers need to know how the chain of experience adds value because this analysis shows what to focus on
to bring out the best of a hotel and to create hallmark service.
The investment conundrum. The structure of the
hotel business creates a wrinkle in brand management that
does not appear in most other industries. As Sid Narang, of
Starwood, pointed out, hotels are significant investments for
their owners, and Starwood brand managers are effectively
working with other people’s money. Thus, the balance between consistency and innovation depends on each particu-

8

Sid Narang, VP, Starwood Group: Hotel brand
managers should work to balance consistency
with innovation.

lar situation. As brand stewards, managers must determine
what they can control and what to articulate, particularly in
terms of which local characteristics to embrace. The greater
the customization to a particular owner’s needs, the more
detailed the resulting discussions about brand standards.
Christine Lee, of McDonald’s, sees franchise owners doing more to connect with their community. This involves
another type of balance, one between the chain’s signature
consistency and the level of local influence. A certain
amount of freedom makes sense, without diminishing the
brand. Frampton suggested that in many cases the brand is
one factor that justifies an investment, because it changes
consumers’ expectations and behavior.
Innovation can create a barrier to entry for competitors,
but that has to go beyond the physical property. One opportunity for innovation is engaging with the internet and social
networks. That said, it’s difficult to scale innovation. As one
example of how to create innovations, Frampton cited the
change in payment practices at the Apple store. Managers
observed that customers had to wait in line to pay at the exit
checkout, but this is not the experience the company wanted
at its store. The process was changed in terms of the way
people paid so that they did not have to move to a separate
location and wait in line to pay, but instead employees could
settle the bill on the spot with a hand-held wireless payment
processing system. Looking at a different kind of innovation,
Doug Miller, of LivingSocial, gave the example of how LivingSocial has opened a space to bring in merchants and create experiences, a step beyond the firm’s daily deal strategy.

New Brand Development
?What If!’s Ebert offered an outline of a successful innovation process, which she sees as having four steps: identify,
insight, ideas, and impact. Brands need all of these elements
in turn, and a failed brand has omitted one or more of those

The Center for Hospitality Research • Cornell University

John O’Neill, director of the School of Hospitality Management at Penn
State, listens as Jennifer Ebert, director of inventing practice at ?What If!,
outlines the elements of new brand development.

Christian Hempell, VP, InterContinental Hotels Group, explained the
development of the newly created Even Hotels brand.

steps. Thus, she suggested that the secret of successful innovation is found in how each step is accomplished.
Identify. The first step is to expansively define and
frame the challenge to ensure that the goal is correct—that
is, planners are aiming at the right challenge and at the right
level. The focus should be neither too broad nor too fine. To
achieve the correct scope, it helps to express the challenge
in real terms as an emotional rallying cry, avoiding business
jargon.
Insight. Look differently and deeply into the customer’s
heart and mind to see what the real issues are. Map the customer journey and find the energy-building bright spots and
energy-blocking black holes along the way. Identify how key
moments of truth will intersect with desired outcomes.
Ideas. Having identified the needs and gained insight
into people’s real wishes, create ideas for how to make the
needs tangible, keeping in mind commercial realities. Here
is another location for lateral thinking, even though deep
expertise on each topic is also needed. One source of learning is other business categories.
Impact. Once the ideas are developed they must be
combined into a new brand that can be brought to market.
The top recommendation here is to go for what is real, and
to avoid over-reliance on focus groups among other false
steps, since the focus group process does not always reflect
how people learn about a product. Instead people have to
experience the concept. During this phase, the organization
often gets in its own way, particularly if there are fiefdoms
and political issues.

leader of the effort, said that every great brand delivers an
experience, of course, but this brand is specifically aimed
at providing an experience through both its people and its
spaces. Following the framework offered by Ebert, Hempell
explained the development of Even Hotels, a brand to be
rolled out in selected markets in 2013. The core idea for
Even was to create great hotels that guest love. Excellent
brands are sharp, differentiated, and emotional, and a goal is
to encourage customers to love the hotel brand.
When Hempell’s team started creating the new brand,
they didn’t initially know what it would be. Their insight was
the presence of 17 million health-minded mainstream travelers who place a premium on a balanced healthy lifestyle.
Most of these travelers were relatively young, but a substantial number were old. These travelers place a premium on
balance—eating right but choosing appropriate food and not
being afraid to enjoy themselves along the way. In particular, this group is frustrated by the poor food and exercise
opportunities available on the road. They want to maintain
their routine, but don’t find decent food service (or any food
service in some cases) and they consider the workout room
to be an afterthought in most hotels. In fact, many don’t
want to go to a gym to work out. These customers improvise
on the road by ordering in or bringing in food and working
out in their room, a hallway, or an empty ballroom.
The solution identified by the IHG team is to create a
hotel that allows guests options for their food and exercise
routines. This approach acknowledges that wellness involves
a personal definition that means different things to different
people. However, since all of these travelers seek to maintain
their balance even as they travel, this suggested the new
concept’s name.

Even Hotels
InterContinental Hotels Group has developed a new experience brand called Even Hotels. Christian Hempell, the
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Doug Miller, SVP, LivingSocial: Companies need to learn more about how
to use and measure social media.

Marc Rachman, partner, Davis & Gilbert: Brands need to watch for false
statements on social media and address them immediately.

Some of the team’s insights included the realization that
they did not want to cannibalize business from existing hotels; the observation that not everyone uses hotel pools, even
though they occupy space and absorb capital, because they
don’t meet typical exercise needs; the further realization that
many guests would prefer not to traipse through the hotel in
their workout clothes; and the assumption that customer research would help determine price points and service levels.
The space formerly occupied by the pool freed up space for
larger rooms to allow in-room workouts for guests who are
so inclined.
Looking at the question of why they created an entirely
new brand, rather than create a “balanced” feature in existing properties, Hempell said the reality is that this is a separate market segment that is large enough to support its own
brand. Thus, one additional insight is that inserting an “Even”
section in existing hotels would have confused customers,
especially since InterContinental and Holiday Inn properties
already have facilities that appeal to a different set of guests.
The brand concept goes beyond one or two elements to form
a complete package.
The concept will also include staff associates who share
the guests’ balanced philosophy. Thus, the staff can relate to
guests’ needs, for example, by leading an early morning run
or discussing food choices. These travelers also like food and
drink as part of their life balance, so a wine bar would be
part of the concept.

set has increased, and the speed at which those brands are
considered and eliminated has accelerated. Most critically,
the final purchase decision may involve a brand that was
added during the process (often suggested by people posting
comments on social media sites) and was not in the original
decision set, with the result that none of the original brands
survives in the final purchase decision. Thus, companies
need to spend money to influence people during the comparison process, even more than to be part of the initial
decision set.
One result of such turbulence is that some brands may
die, killed off by the remarkable transparency of information—a bad brand cannot survive this. Wise marketers know
the drivers of demand, the foremost of which is trust in the
brand, despite the immense amount of data available. Price
elasticity involves the intersection of price, convenience, and
quality. Thus, each hospitality operator needs to consider the
way their brand’s value interacts with price.
Not surprisingly, the nature of customer loyalty is also
changing under the onslaught of internet information, because people’s online comments can chip away at your brand.
To the extent possible, operators must manage what is being
said about their brand. Beyond that is the critical interaction
that Frampton called the “loyalty moment,” which occurs
when product or service reinforces the good things being
said about your brand.
Companies with no coherent social media strategy have
a massive opportunity to create that strategy, if they can
take advantage of the open window. The process starts with
a strong story, vision, and purpose. Next, brand managers must determine how touchpoints create value. Finally,
the digital opportunity means that a firm must embrace
both real and virtual experiences to create a new customer
experience. Regardless of the industry, brand managers

Digital Branding
The way customers choose a brand or make a purchase
is rapidly evolving, driven by the rampant availability of
information. Consequently, the relationship of the customer
and brand has changed, especially in the decision making
process and its speed. The number of brands in a decision
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Lawrence Bernstein, managing partner, Protean Strategies: Don’t count
out old-style media, but be aware that the customer’s decision process
has changed due to new media.

must map out the best customer experiences, both online
and offline, and then generate new ones. It’s important to be
open to possibilities. Jonathan Copulsky, of Deloitte, urged
a forward-looking approach, saying that what we’ll see in
five years will be unpredictably different from what we see
now. As an example of how people’s behavior changes, he
recalled that the first time he saw a camera in a cell phone,
he wondered why anyone would want such a thing. Now
he realizes that it’s not about the camera or the phone—it’s
about sharing moments in real time with friends and family.
While it’s hard to make the specific ROI case for investments in social media, it’s important for companies to manage social media. Andy Bird pointed out the importance
of timing and thinking through social media management
plans. For instance, QR codes are a popular item, but do
they actually bring in customers? Laurence Bernstein, of
Protean Strategies, further cautioned that despite the great
interest in social media, the traditional media continue
to operate and people still use them. Thus, social media
must be viewed in the context of marketing evolution. For
instance, take note of how a firm’s social media strategy has
changed in four years of Facebook, and how it will change
going forward.
The hospitality industry may face competitive threats
that they don’t know about, which certainly didn’t exist
in recent years. Ebert pointed to such concepts as Airbnb,
people connecting on the internet to charter airplanes, and
baby toy exchanges as examples of business models that are
forms of competition fostered by the internet. LivingSocial’s
Miller added that one need they identified for their client
companies was to learn more about how to use and measure
social media. Living Social sees social media and commerce
coming together in ways that will be measurable.
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Julie Cottineau, founder, BrandTwist: Social media give customers a new
channel to address their concerns.

Looking at the situation of the upcoming Even Hotels
launch, Hempell suggested that social media help lower entry
barriers for a new brand launch, but if that brand is not ready
for prime time its problems are quickly exposed. On the
other hand, great brands shine.
Julie Cottineau, of BrandTwist, sees a continued blend of
technology and customer service, as in the case of passengers
on a plane who were not served their correct meals. Their
tweets about this situation were intercepted by the airline’s
ground office which then contacted the plane crew to fix the
problem. In a similar situation, she recalls trying without
success to reach customer service on the telephone for half
an hour when an item not was not available at local store. A
tweet, on the other hand, brought an instant response. The
moral of these stories is that brands can use information that
customers share to make their experience better.
Starwood’s Narang suggested that social media give
hotel companies both the opportunity and the responsibility to learn more about their customers. Companies have
gone from owning a hotel to owning a brand and now to
owning a customer. This means knowing all they can learn
about customers so that they can target potential guests more
effectively. To avoid the big-brother creepiness involved in
collecting information and tracking preferences, hotels might
do well to openly enlist their customers in the effort.
Different generations of travelers will have varying
reactions to sharing information. In fact, Copulsky pointed
out that customers know very well that hotels can collect
information on their personal preferences, so the question
becomes, why don’t they do a better job of it? It’s frustrating
when hotels fail to act on freely available information. Kesh
Prasad, of Differential Web Solutions, agreed, suggesting that
hotel operators work on harnessing social media instead of
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Andy Bird, co-founder and executive director of Brand Learning: Brand
management involves combining marketing with leadership, skills with
behavior, technical expertise with a human connection, and doing with
being. At right, Warren Ellish, president and CEO, Ellish Marketing Group.

Christine Lee, senior director, U.S. strategy, McDonald’s Corporation:
Unsolicited communication to customers must be handled carefully, but
sometimes sharing timely information is much appreciated.

wondering what is going on. In that connection, Paolo Rosso,
of Plan Hotel SA, raised the concern that people might feel
they are being contacted too much. He said that people don’t
want to be contacted unless they ask to be contacted. However, Lee pointed out that sometimes an unsolicited contact
is welcome and appropriate, provided the contact means
that the consumer gains useful information, for example, a
reminder from a pharmacy about an expiring prescription.
Seth Traum, of BrandAsset Consulting, agreed, saying that
contacts are not intrusive when people are being given what
they need. Where things fail is when the company doesn’t really know the customer’s needs.
In sum, Frampton pointed out that the behavior characterized by social media is not new, it’s just old fashioned
word of mouth in a new form, one that can be influenced
judiciously. He added, however, that the market won’t wait,
and brands must measure whether they are being heard in
all the traffic. A suite of analytic tools is available to gauge
the effectiveness of social media. In the next five years, one
major issue will be who controls whose data.

The role of management in this process is to drive
sustainable, profitable, demand-led growth by creating the
best possible value for the customer. Bird sees four essential
steps in this process: (1) understanding and shaping what
value means to customers, (2) creating innovative, appealing
properties, (3) building a trusted, branded relationship that
includes authenticity and transparency, and (4) engaging all
functions and stakeholders to deliver value.
Bird summarizes the challenge of brand marketing
leadership in three key concepts: future, engage, and deliver.
The goal is to combine marketing with leadership, skills
with behavior, technical expertise with a human connection,
and doing with being. He sees four issues under the “future”
rubric: (1) commercial objectives (being clear about the connection of goals to customers); (2) portfolio strategy (being
clear about market segments); (3) brand ideas (generating
ideas and building the brand); and (4) innovative properties (ensuring new sources of value). The “engage” portion
of the model includes the following: (1) consumer empathy
(being involved with the world); (2) brand communication
(ensuring two-way engagement); (3) cross-functional alignment (building relationships throughout the business); and
(4) stakeholder engagement. Finally, the “deliver” part of the
framework involves (1) integrated planning (strategic plans);
(2) market presence; (3) understanding the consumer experience; and (4) value creation (with a specific focus on when
and how to create value).

Brand Leadership
Presenting the issue of brand leadership, Brand Learning’s Andy Bird declared that every marketer needs to be a
leader. Perhaps the biggest constraint for companies is the
availability of solid talent. He again pointed to the need for
horizontal thinking to create an integrated, whole-company
brand experience. Due to the hospitality industry’s structure,
with multiple stakeholders involved (owners, management
companies, franchisors, asset managers, and third-party
distribution channels), this is a challenge.
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Brand Resilience
Deloitte’s Jonathan Copulsky presented his analysis how
brands can build and retain their resilience, given the
onslaught of competitors and external events. He cautions
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Jonathan Copulsky, principal, Deloitte: No brand is impregnable, but
strong trust between employees and customers will help offset the
threat of false negative statements.

that no brand is impregnable, and management must consequently make an assessment of risk and recovery. While
the threats to brand strength are not new, the presence of
instant, constant word of mouth is a relatively new challenge.
The danger comes because information spreads in a flash,
regardless of whether it’s true or false. Under the force of
internet opinion, even the best brands can be leveled. This
environment endows brands with both higher value and
greater fragility. The best defense to the many possible challenges for a brand is to have a solid cadre of employees,
Trust is an essential part of this process, in part because
threats can come from inside. The internal threats to a
brand’s reputation come from the employees who either are
not thinking or are not supporting the brand. These threats
can come in the form of viral videos, mismanaged pricing
policies, executives behaving badly, or a brand ambassador
or spokesman who lacks or loses credibility. Make no mistake that customers will quickly punish a company that is
seen as supporting unethical positions. Among the external
threats are social media impersonators who seek to undermine a brand by pretending they are somehow affiliated, the
quality of materials from outsourced suppliers, scathing blog
posts, and angry customers who share their anger in any
channel possible.
The analogy between today’s competitive environment
and a guerilla insurgency is almost unavoidable, since a
brand can be “attacked” at almost any point. Thus, Copulsky
suggests that brand managers think like counterinsurgents
to offset any possible threat. Marc Rachman, of Davis and
Gilbert, raised the issue of brand protection in the face of
false statements. He urged that companies watch for such
statements and address them immediately. Copulsky agreed
that the fact that a statement is false—and is so labeled—
does not by itself solve the problem.
Cornell Hospitality Proceedings • June 2012 • www.chr.cornell.edu  

Seth Traum,SVP, BrandAsset Consulting: Trust has become a growing
problem for brands, and many consumers express an “unbelievable” lack
of trust for brands.

A brand must have a corps of advocates who will jump
in to correct errors. Frampton noted that in this connection
the hospitality industry has a particular problem in building and maintaining competency because staff members
move so frequently. Expanding on that idea, Bird pointed
out that if a company relies only on the idea that people will
take communication initiative, that may not work. Instead,
a brand must establish and embed tools and processes to
ensure that communication issues are addressed. Beyond
that, a hospitality brand and its stakeholders need to display
a spirit of purpose. If the business is built on a set of values,
people will gravitate toward that brand and be favorable
toward it. Cornell professor Benjamin Lawrence highlighted
a special issue for the hospitality industry, which, in addition
to the guests who occupy rooms, has an entirely different set
of customers in the form of franchisees. When brands are
sold and resold, when CEOs come and go, and when a franchise system constantly revises its message, the question for
franchisees is how do they trust the franchise system. Seth
Traum suggested that trust (or lack of it) has become a growing problem for brands. BrandAsset Consulting measures
trust and has identified an “unbelievable” lack of trust that
consumers feel for brands. This is chiefly a result of concerns
about authenticity and reliability.

Greening Brands
Tom Zara, of Interbrand, presented his analysis of the intersection of the hospitality industry and the so-called “triple
bottom line,” which expresses a balance between profitability,
employee welfare, and corporate citizenship. Consumers
have definite points of view on corporate citizenship, but
their view may not be the same as that of the corporations
themselves—and corporations may not know exactly what
their customers value in terms of corporate citizenship. Zara
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Kesh Prasad, president, Differential Web Solutions: Hotel operators
should work on harnessing social media.

Tom Zara, global practice leader, corporate citizenship, Interbrand: To be
good corporate citizens, companies need to believe in a principle and act
reliably on that principle.

proposed a model of doing good strategically, so that this
becomes part of the brand value.
While there’s little question that corporate citizenship
adds to brand value, the issue is what exactly that term
means to consumers. Zara pointed to a study of over 5,000
consumers which found that their attitudes regarding the
elements of corporate citizenship are highly correlated.
Expressed a different way, this means that a corporation that
does a good job fulfilling one aspect of corporate citizenship
well will get credit for the other pieces (e.g., altruistic behavior, being community minded, or environmentally responsible). Furthermore, when a brand shows good corporate
citizenship it improves both advocacy and favorability on
the part of consumers. Favorability drives consumers’ overall
engagement, which has an influence on both commitment to
a brand and final purchase decisions.
Of all the corporate citizenship behaviors, sustainability
is dead last in moving the dial on consumers’ view of corporate citizenship. Sustainability is simply expected. Instead,
the top-box corporate citizenship activity for this survey was
positively affecting society, followed by supporting NGOs
and the community, as well as treating employees well. Ironically, the study found that consumers view Toyota as one
the world’s green companies, even though its main business
involves producing CO2. The reason for Toyota’s green cred
is that the company stepped out to create the Prius.
Zara concluded that the key to being viewed as a good
corporate citizen is first to truly believe in a principle and
then to act reliably on that principle. Only then should you
talk about it. You need to show who you are, what you stand
for, and what you are doing.

branding is essential. Noting again the value of reorganizing
the hospitality industry to get rid of the operational silos and
adopting a brand-centric model, she added that it’s not clear
what the idea of reorganizing actually means for brands
and social media. Protean’s Bernstein cautioned that radical
changes don’t always work, and organic change is often more
successful.
Copulsky suggested that the industry needs to consider
where the next disruptive ideas will come from—because
they most certainly will come, often unannounced. Dev said
one of those disruptions may be the next big travel distribution company: Facebook. Prasad suggested that such a
thing might occur if Facebook included a widget to click
on for travel bookings. Dev also sees purchase behaviors
at LivingSocial that are not found at such existing firms as
Expedia or Travelocity. But LivingSocial’s Miller said that
creating an interaction between social media and travel
distribution is easier said than done. For instance, 70 percent
of the purchases for LivingSocial’s travel experiences were
made within 15 minutes of receiving an email about the deal.
This demonstrates how consumers react to stories told by a
brand—some react rationally and others react emotionally.
Mark Woodworth, of PKF Consulting, returned to
Frampton’s definition of innovation that includes the possibility of killing your own business. Horizontal thinking
is obviously a key, but another important aspect is having
data. If you have enough data, you can answer almost any
question, so this points to Google as being in a particularly
strong position. Hempell added that given all the static
created in and around social media, brand managers must
focus on core principles. In the end, a hospitality brand is
represented by its employees. Thus, managers must create
an environment that encourages employee passion. That
key strength can offset many sources of danger and quickly
repair damage caused by a digital firestorm. n

Closing Thoughts
Cornell Professor Cathy Enz summarized much of the
discussion by suggesting that a holistic understanding of
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